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Welcome to all IFHE World Congress guests, sponsors and delegates
Diverse Korean Culture

Warm Welcome Messages

Prof. Dr Mee Sok PARK and Carol
WARREN welcomed guests,
sponsors and delegates from
around the world at the Welcome
Dinner and Opening Ceremony of
the IFHE World Congress 2016.
With the timely theme of Hope and Prof. Dr. Mee Sok PARK
Happiness, the congress is abuzz
IFHE Congress Chair
with enthusiastic home economists
Traditional Dances
keen to reconnect with friends and
colleagues and to extend their
networks around the world.
Participants experienced
entertaining presentations of the
diverse, wonderful Korean culture,
Carol WARREN
with some highlights captured in
IFHE President
the images. Prof. Lilha LEE, Korea
IFHE President of Honour,
highlighted the challenges worldDynamic Taekwondo Demonstration
wide that impact on individuals,
families and communities,
compromising their pursuit of
happiness and sense of hope.
Eun-hee KANG
She called for collective action to
Minister Gender
achieve a greater balance,
Equality and Family
especially for the most vulnerable
members of our communities.

Traditional Orchestra

Wonderful
Flower Decoration

Sun-taik KWON
Mayor Daejeon City

Inspiring Keynotes

Towards Hope and Happiness: The Role of Family Policy in Korea
Hee young PAIK
Prof. Emeritus Department of Food and Nutrition
Seoul National University (Republic of Korea)
SUMMARY
•
HAPPINESS is the ultimate goal for human life
•
Family is important for happiness
•
Family policy in Korea is developed to cope with
changes and to prevent family problems
•
Megatrends will affect families and home economics
in the future
•
With suitable strategies, home economics will
contribute to the happiness of global communnity

Hope: Because We Must
Prof. Peter O‘CONNOR
School of Critical Studies in Education, University of Auckland (NZ)
Professor Peter O’CONNOR connected strongly with the congress
delegates through his sharing of personal stories. His messages
urged us as educators to recognise the potency of hope to be better
collectively, not at the expense of others, but alongside others. He
argued that hope sits at the heart of education and of social justice.
Through his story of working with young children and teachers in the
New Zealand earthquake aftermath, he shared his pedagogy of hope
techniques to enable young people to re-imagine the world as a
place where they might reclaim their dreams. Peter pointed out that
“education systems are in need of hope”, that “hope is about fixing
torn dreams”, and that “without hope we have suicide of the soul”.

Participants Impressions
The opening ceremony was very impressive and was highly
attended. The presence of high official delegates and their
speeches reflected their high acknowledgement for our field and
their dedication to help promoting home economics. Would like to
take this opportunity to congratulate the organising committee for
putting together a highly organised and very informative Congress
that right to the heart of Home Economics “Hope and Happiness
of individuals and families”.

Demonstration of a Korean
Tea Ceremony

